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An overview of powder coating technology. Many of the drawbacks previously associated with the use of dry powder coatings as
an industrial finish have been eliminated. There are currently about 2,000 powder coating operations in the US and powder coating
use in North America is increasing at a rate approaching 20% per year.
Presents about 300 up-to-date printing ink and overprint varnish formulations from manufacturers. Types of inks covered include
flexors, gravures, heatsets, offsets, quicksets, sheetfeds, lithographics, screen-process, and letterpress inks. Overp

A comprehensive index to company and industry information in business journals.
This collection of 232 up-to-date water-based trade and industrial formulations will be of value to technical and
managerial personnel in paint manufacturing companies and firms which supply raw materials or services to these
companies, and to those interested in less hazardous, environmentally safer formulations. The book will be useful to both
those with extensive experience as well as those new to the field. This book includes new and different formulations than
those included in the previous volumes. The data consists of selections of manufacturers' suggested formulations made
at no cost to, nor influence from, the makers or distributors of these materials. The information given is presented as
supplied; the manufacturer should be contacted if there are any questions. Only the most recent data supplied us has
been included. Any solvent contained is minimal. The table of contents is organized in such a way as to serve as a
subject index. The formulations described are divided into sections which cover exterior, interior, and exterior and/or
interior water-based paints, enamels, and coatings, as indicated below. Included in the descriptive information for each
formulations, where available, the following properties may be listed: viscosity, solids, content, % nonvolatiles, pigment
volume concentration, density, pH, spatter, leveling, sag resistance, scrub stability, freeze-thaw stability, ease of
application, gloss foaming, cratering, brightness, opacity, water spotting, adhesion to chalk, brush clean-up, reflectance,
and sheen.
Jackson Pollock's (1912–1956) first large-scale painting, Mural, in many ways represents the birth of Pollock, the legend.
The controversial artist’s creation of this painting has been recounted in dozens of books and dramatized in the Oscarwinning film Pollock. Rumors—such as it was painted in one alcohol-fueled night and at first didn’t fit the intended
space—abound. But never in doubt was that the creation of the painting was pivotal, not only for Pollock but for the
Abstract Expressionists who would follow his radical conception of art —“no limits, just edges.” Mural, painted in 1943,
was Pollock’s first major commission. It was made for the entrance hall of the Manhattan duplex of Peggy Guggenheim,
who donated it to the University of Iowa in the 1950s where it stayed until its 2012 arrival for conservation and study at
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the Getty Center. This book unveils the findings of that examination, providing a more complete picture of Pollock’s
process than ever before. It includes an essay by eminent Pollock scholar Ellen Landau and an introduction by comedian
Steve Martin. It accompanies an exhibition of the painting on view at the J. Paul Getty Museum from March 11 through
June 1, 2014.
A collection of water-based trade paint formulations will be of value to technical and managerial personnel in paint
manufacturing companies.
This collection of 463 water-based trade and industrial formulations will be of value to technical and managerial
personnel in paint manufacturing companies and firms which supply raw materials or services to these companies, and to
those interested in less hazardous, environmentally safer formulations. The data consists of selections of manufacturers'
suggested formulations made at no cost to, or influence from, the makers and distributors of these materials. Only the
most recent data is included. Any solvent containment is minimal.
"The United States of America and Canada"; beginning with 1983, Western Europe also covered, in vols. 4-5;
Includes changes entitled Public bulletin.
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